Catch of the Day
Players: 4 - 8 ⬤ Ages: 8+ ⬤ Duration: 20 - 30 Minutes
Contents
45 Dice (15 of each color)
Fish Tokens

Identity Tokens

40 Fish Cards (8 of each)

30 Request Cards

10 Complaint Cards

Overview
Players each take on the role of naka-oroshi or intermediate wholesaler, where they work to acquire
different fish to sell to their customers, who are restaurants and other businesses. The naka-oroshi who
satisfies the most customers will come out ahead in this Fish eat Fish world.

Game description
Players spend five days playing cards to acquire specific types of fish. After the fifth day, players will
evaluate their Requests and Complaints. At the end of the game, whoever has the highest total
satisfaction (satisfied Requests - received Complaints) is the winner.

Setup
1.
2.
3.
4.

Give each player a set of Fish cards and a set of matching Identity Tokens.
Place all dice in the provided bag.
Separate all Fish tokens into individual supply piles.
Shuffle the Complaint cards and deal two face-up into the center of the play area. (Return the
rest to the box.)
5. Shuffle the Request cards and deal out three face-up into the center of the play area.
6. Decide whether you intend to play the Basic Game or the Advanced Game and follow the
matching setup on the following page:

Basic Game (Recommended for your first play):
Deal two Request cards face-up between each pair of players. The Requests are shared between both
players. (Set the rest aside.) Then skip straight to the Market Phase (skipping the Planning Phase).

Advanced Game (For experienced players):
Proceed to the Planning Phase.

How To Play
Planning Phase
The Planning Phase is split into two sub-phases: Draft and Assign
Draft
1. Deal three Request cards face-down to each player. (Set the rest aside.)
2. Each player drafts one of their three cards, keeping it face down in front of them.
3. Each player passes their remaining cards to the player on their left.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 with the two cards that were just passed.
5. Proceed to the Assign sub-phase (Each player should have three cards again)
Assign
1. Each player selects one Request card to PRIVATELY share with the neighbor to their left and
one to PRIVATELY share with the neighbor to their right.
2. All remaining Requests can be placed with the previously set aside Requests.
3. Once all players have shared their Requests, all Requests can be flipped face-up.

Market Phase
The market phase is split over the course of five days, each day with six sub-phases: Roll, Select,
Choice, Reveal, Last Call, and Cleanup.
Roll
●
●

Draw dice from the bag equal to the number of players. Roll those dice, separating them based
on color to form the “Market Supply”.
EXCEPTION: When playing with 4 players, draw 2 dice from the bag per player.

Select
● Players secretly choose one of their five Fish cards.
Choice
● Once each player has selected a card, players who selected their “Choice” card reveal it.
● Those players secretly select two of their three remaining Fish cards (excluding Last Call),
revealing once they have all selected.
● For each type of Fish, count the number of Fish cards revealed.
● If the number of cards revealed is less than or equal to the number of that Fish in the “Market
Supply”:
○ Each player who revealed that card gets one Fish token of that Fish, subtract one from
the “Market Supply” for each Fish given this way (Any dice that would be reduced to zero
are removed from the game).
● Otherwise, NO FISH of that type are given out.
Reveal
● All remaining players reveal their Fish card selections simultaneously.
● For each type of Fish, count the number of Fish cards revealed.
● If the total number of cards revealed is less than or equal to the number of that Fish in the
“Market Supply”:
○ Divide all the Fish of that type evenly between players who revealed that type, subtract
that many Fish from the “Market Supply” (Any dice that would be reduced to zero pips are
removed from the game).
● Otherwise, NO FISH of that type are given out.
Last Call
● For each type of Fish, count the number of Last Call cards revealed.
● If the total number of cards revealed is less than or equal to the number of that Fish in the
“Market Supply” + the number of that Fish in Leftover Storage:
○ Divide all the Fish of that type evenly between players who revealed that type,
subtracting that many Fish from the “Market Supply” and/or Leftover Storage (Any dice
that would be reduced to zero pips are removed from the game).
● Otherwise, NO FISH of that type are given out.
Cleanup
● Move any remaining dice to Leftover storage.
● If this was Day Five, players begin evaluating all Requests and Complaints.
● If this was not the fifth day, players start the next day, beginning with the Roll phase.

Game End
Satisfying Requests

Public Requests
● All players can satisfy public Requests.
● For each public Request, Compare all players to the Request.
● Players who are the closest to the Request have satisfied it, all other players have not.
Private Requests
● Private Requests can only be satisfied by the players who share them, but you still compare all
players when seeing who is closest.
● Players who are the closest to the Request and share that Request have satisfied it, all other
players have not.
The game ends after Day Five. Players begin to evaluate Requests starting with the Public Requests and
Complaints. When evaluating a Request, put an Identity marker of any players who satisfied the Request
on the Request card. (Same process for Complaints.)
After all Requests and Complaints have been evaluated, whoever has the highest total satisfaction
(satisfied Requests - received Complaints) is the winner.
In the event of a tie, flip a new Request from the deck. The tied player who satisfies the flipped Request
wins. If there is still a tie, the tied players share the victory.

Glossary
Complaints

Requests

Terminology
Busting
Compare the number of Fish a player has to a
specific number. If the player has less than or
equal to that number, they have not busted. If
the player has more than that number, they have
busted.
Closest/Most/Least/Furthest
In the event of a tie, a player is considered to be
Closest/Most/Least/Furthest.
More/Fewer
In the event of a tie, a player is not considered to
have More/Fewer.
More/Fewer Than Both of Your Neighbors
Requires More/Fewer than your neighbor to the
left and More/Fewer than the neighbor to your
right, but not More/Fewer than your neighbors
combined.
Pair
One Fish each from two different types of Fish (1
Dorado + 1 Rosefish = 1 Pair of
Dorado+Rosefish). Each Fish can only be part of
one pair for each other type of Fish.

Set
One Fish of each type (1 Dorado + 1 Rosefish +
1 Tuna = 1 Set). Each Fish can only be part of
one set.
Market Supply
All dice that have been rolled on the current day.
The total number of each Fish available to
acquire.
Leftover Storage
All fish that are leftover from previous days.
These can be acquired with the Last Call card.
Satisfy
A Request is satisfied by a player if that player is
the closest to the attribute the Request
describes.
Share
All players share PUBLIC REQUESTS.
PRIVATE REQUESTS are shared by two
neighboring players.
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